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CELEBRATING
ALL OUR
MEMBERS
We can't exist without their support so
the least we can do is celebrate them!
Our members offer a range of products
and services from consumer &
customer loyalty to employee rewards
& recognition across the world.
They've joined our community to be
heard, to be seen and to be found. The
board may look busy, but we have
room for many more. Join us!

Editors Note:
We've been busy planning and
attending webinars and events
in March. It seems we are
definitely back to real life hoorah!

I'm proud to present this
month's top highlights from The
Gift Club. There is so much
content, we're sharing the best
of a great bunch!

We are collaborating with the
Loyalty Security Alliance next
month to bring a free webinar
about Digital Wallets and
Fraud - very exciting indeed!

From Australia, Italy, Argentina,
Switzerland and the UK, we've
got it covered

And the trade associations are in
full throttle mode getting the
industry back in person
As will we be - more details soon!

And finally, my thoughts are
with Ukraine and the Ukrainian
people at this time.
Wishing for peace

Hadie Perkas

If you'd like to sponsor TGC Digest, this is where your logo and blurb will go,
reaching 2000 subscribers every month. Contact Hadie for more info!
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Featured Content
LOYALTY IN
Written by Adam Posner,
The Point of Loyalty,
Australia
Before you dive into what your loyalty
program structure, benefits and rewards are,
carefully consider the strategy.
To guide you along the strategic process,
here are the Seven Zones of Loyalty Program
Performance.

Written by Nicolas Garrelly,
Sustainability Manager at
tcc
28% of consumers have stopped buying certain products due
to ethical or environmental concerns.
Nicolas writes about what changes he has seen between
brands and their customers in their journey together to
battle climate change

FREE WEBINAR
26TH APRIL
The Loyalty Security Alliance and The Gift
Club are collaborating on a hot topic:
Digital Wallets.
Our panel of experts will look at the global
landscape of Digital Wallets and then dig
into questions related to their security, such
as:
What is the impact of Digital Wallets and
their proliferation on Loyalty Programs, and
Gift Card Issuers and program collaboration?
Is their growth an opportunity for
Fraudsters?
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Featured Articles
Providing information about a product’s carbon
footprint can help our planet both collectively and
individually, and it has the potential to change
consumer behaviours.
Retailers that are able to provide this information
will also benefit from the ability to analyse the
changing patterns of their customers’ shopping
behaviours as a result and will be able to use these
data-driven insights to provide more value to their
customers

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
& REWARDS

Blackhawk Network offer an insight into
the employee engagement trends to
consider in 2022 to keep your company’s
talent, culture and successes afloat.
With the ‘Great Resignation’ sweeping the
country people are giving up their jobs in
droves in search for a better life. As such
we are in a position where staff
engagement must be at the forefront of
our minds for 2022 and beyond.

At this point, it is evident that a salary increase
is not the only nor the best way to build your
teamwork’s loyalty.
Be aware of your corporate culture, the
emotional aspects, and personal lives, and get
an incentive program with points, benefits, or
gifts to make them feel recognized
by Oh! Gift Card
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Featured Articles
GIFT CARD INNOVATIONS
AND IDEAS

If you look at any map of the European
Union or Economic Area, there is a very
nice shaped area called Switzerland! It’s
full of cheese, chocolate, knives and
nice people. And Gift Cards!.

Innovative designs and exciting
materials can enhance your gift card
offering especially for high average
transaction value (ATV) events such as
weddings, new baby, and Christmas.

It looks like while times have been tough,
the future of restaurant gift cards is
good, and with dining back on the cards
now is the moment to invest in a gift
card and loyalty solution with creative
design and customer experience at its
heart.

What if we combine a labelling system
with a Gift Card that works on healthy
food only? Maurizio shares his
thoughts
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"Kind to Our Core is something
we talk about a lot at
New Look.
It’s the way we refer to our
environment, social, and
corporate government
strategy. It sums up the values
we want to embed and the
actions we need to take across
the entirety of our business".
Roly Gordon, New Look

In The Hub
OUR PEOPLE
COMMUNITY

THINGS TO DO IN
THE HUB:

The Hub by The Gift Club

Meet new contacts in dedicated
groups
Introduce yourself and get noticed
Search for upcoming events
Read more industry news
Find learning resources
Watch podcasts
Be inspired

The Hub is the industry's community
platform.
It is the collective heartbeat of the
‘people’ and has been created to provide
an exclusive platform for individuals to
share, learn, meet and do business.

Blackhawk Network is working with The Gift Club
and will appear in The Hub and our fortnightly
newsletter as an Employer of Choice

We swear by
our LinkedIn
company
page.... as
should you if
you are B2B.
Here are some
free tips from
our founder,
Hadie on how
to grow your LI
audience

If you'd like to be a part of this exclusive
community, please sign up here

CONTACT US:

For Talent
Solutions

FOLLOW US:

Do you think this magazine would be perfect for someone else? Get them to sign up to
our mailing list then! Every one of our most loyal subscribers is entered into a monthly
prize draw for the chance to win a £50 gift card -- in association with GoGift -- as a way to
show our appreciation of all you fabulous readers. ❤️

For Brand Visibility
and Business
Introductions:

